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long absence, sheds tears till the going down of the sun. Yet a
fine restraint is also observable in this passionate race; and
perhaps this quality in them will be best understood if we close
by saying a word concerning their religious beliefs.
The ancient religion of the land before the corning of the
Greeks had been a gloomy worship of dark, mysterious powers
which dwelt in the recesses of the Underworld and were bestial
in form and cruel in temper. To placate them men made
offerings of bowls of blood or even, in their despair, of human
victims; and all know the story of the hideous Minotaur, half
bull, half man, who lurked in the famous Labyrinth at Crete and
fed on the bodies of hapless youths and maids. This sinister
creed the Greeks, when they entered the land, seem in part to
have adopted; for legend told how even Agamemnon, who led
their host to Troy, sacrificed his own daughter Iphigeneia to
win divine favour for the voyage. But, as time went on, these
foul superstitions were suppressed and the creed, which the
Greeks brought with them, triumphed. It was a far happier,
sunnier creed. Its gods were not mysterious hobgoblins or
monstrosities, but reasonable beings of human form and with
the minds and passions of men. They dwelt, so it was thought,
above the clouds on Mount Olympus, whose snow-capped peak
rose sparkling beyond the plains of northern Thessaly. Each
among them, too, had some favourite shrine in various parts
of Greece: Athena at Athens, Apollo at Delphi, Zeus at Olympia.
At such shrines, and at many an improvised altar too, was offered
sacrifice of the thigh-bones of oxen wrapped in fat, and in many
other ways. The purpose of such sacrifice was not merely to
placate the gods' wrath, but to invoke their assistance in the
various operations of men's daily life. Each deity had his special
function. Zeus the sky-god and the wielder of the thunderbolt
ruled over all Olympus and presided over the destinies of men,
weighing in his golden balances their lots of life and death.
Poseidon was the god of the sea and the saviour of mariners

